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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
How do you manage the sales and marketing processes for a business with several 

locations without spending a fortune?  Especially when you have potentially thousands of 
prospects and customers in each location, complicated products that are difficult to quote, 
and limited communication bandwidth between sites? 

 
In 2011 Hotsy Carlson Equipment Company decided to address this problem 

head-on.  Located in Austin, Texas, Hotsy Carlson is a cleaning system distributor with 
sales and service offices in Austin, Bryan, Killeen and Cuero.  Started in 1974, Hotsy 
Carlson has evolved into one of the fastest growing retailers of commercial pressure 
washers and related equipment in the state. 

 
This White Paper documents both the challenges and solutions that were designed 

to address the issues that Hotsy Carlson experienced. 
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Problem 1: Managing the sales process 

 
Hotsy Carlson wanted a system to manage their sales process. With multiple locations 
and no centralized method or system in place, it was difficult to get a handle on the sales 
pipeline or even the sales activity that was taking place. There was no means of keeping 
up with the ‘who said what to whom’ that goes on in sales and is vitally important to the 
organization. 

 
Issues Presented 

1. Any new system would have to be able to be used in multiple locations, with 
everything ultimately residing in a central database in Austin. 

2. It had to have a method of tracking notes, activities and sales opportunities 
3. The new system had to be flexible so it could be customized to the way Hotsy 

Carlson does business. 
4. Any new system had to interface with the Business Works accounting 

software. 
 

Solution: Maximize the use of ACT! 
 
“After looking at several CRM solutions, we decided on ACT! Besides meeting our basic 
criteria for tracking the things that were important to us, ACT! has several methods of 
access that we thought would at least work around  our connectivity problem: ACT! 
works over VPN, Citrix, by syncing and it even has a Web interface with the Premium 
version that we ended up purchasing,” says Renee Schultz. “And it was about the only 
CRM product that would integrate with Business Works.” 
 
Ayers Technology was brought in to customize ACT!, and set it up for syncing with the 2 
other locations. From there training and implementation took place. 
 
 
Renee:  “While the newer versions of ACT! did exactly what we 
wanted, our Internet communications problems still hampered adoption 
of the system. We tried both syncing and connection through VPN but 
the remote offices still had issues. In the main offices, ACT! performed 
exactly as we planned so we stuck with it and went searching for a 
solution to the communications issue.” 
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Problem 2: Generating high quality quotes efficiently and accurately 

 
Because Hotsy Carlson sells quality products that are complex in nature, they provide 
their customers and prospects with written quotes. This is done after working through the 
sales process and learning what the customer or prospect’s requirements are. To ensure 
the customer is fully aware of what is being proposed, the quotes are detailed in nature, 
with pictures and spec sheets of the equipment proposed included with every quote. 

 
Issues Presented 

 
1. Time consuming process for creating customer quotes: 

a. Excel forms that had to be typed by hand 
b. Pictures of equipment had to be inserted, which caused odd spacing 
c. Brochures for products, Hotsy company info, and lease forms had to be 

manually attached to emails to customers 
d. Shipping charges and taxes had to be researched 
e. Optional additional products had to be added manually 

 
2. No standardized quoting form for all offices  
3. Multiple price sheets, changing yearly, causing inconsistent pricing of equipment and 

add on packages 
4. Shipping charges left off quotes  
5. Taxes for different types of products not charged correctly 
6. Difficulty with Internet connections in poor reception in remote areas causing 

salespeople problems accessing the main database for ACT! customer relationship 
software to enter their prospect and customer information. 

 
 

Solution:  QuoteWerks software – an add-on quoting product that works seamlessly with 
ACT! customer management software. 
 
“After reviewing our quoting process and the time it took for a sales rep to generate one, 
Ayers Technology recommended that we look at QuoteWerks software – an add-on 
product that works seamlessly with our ACT! software.” Bob Schultz, President/CEO of 
Hotsy Carlson. 
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 Benefits of QuoteWerks: 

• Quote form customized with Hotsy Carlson information including 
logos and pictures of  products.  Product pictures automatically 
populate when the product is chosen for the quote.  No manual 
cutting and pasting of product pictures into Excel quotes.   

• Product spec sheets automatically attach to quote when products 
are selected. 

• Company informational page automatically added with every 
quote that is created:  a Why Do Business With Our Company 
brochure. 

• Complicated price sheets can be imported into QuoteWerks.  Price 
levels per type of customer, bulk pricing, etc, can be set up. 

• Security controls can be set up so that: 
• Management approvals are required before quotes can be either 

emailed or printed.   
• Quotes above a certain dollar level can be flagged as requiring 

management approval. 
• Discounts over __% are flagged for management approval 
• Products with optional items that can be sold with them can have a 

popup box with all the possible options that the salesperson can 
choose from while doing his quote. 

• Products that are frequently sold together in a group can be set up 
as a “bundle” so that the salesperson doesn’t have to select each 
item individually for his quote.   

• QuoteWerks links directly to ACT! software, so that the customer 
contact info pulls directly from ACT! into the QuoteWerks quote 
without having to be typed.  Customer name, address, phone 
number, fax etc, all populate into the quote form with one click. 

• Optionally, QuoteWerks also has links to accounting software such 
as QuickBooks, so that quotes can be closed and made into either 
sales orders or invoices without rekeying them. 

 
Renee: “QuoteWerks was exactly the right product for our company. Ayers Technology 
took our old, Excel generated format as a starting point and customized the forms in 
QuoteWerks to match what we were shooting for. In addition, they helped us put together 
a products database so we now have more control over pricing and everybody is quoting 
from the same source. The final plus was being able to embed pictures and spec sheets 
with the products. QuoteWerks has reduced the time it takes to produce a quote to just a 
fraction of that required by our old system.” 

“Using QuoteWerks has 
benefited us in training 
new salespersons 
also.   It shortens their 
ramp up time, and  by 
using the Configurator 
feature, items are not 
left off the quote for 
lack of experience.  The 
system prompts you to 
choose the appropriate 
hose reel for the 
specified machine.  
Trailer registration fees 
are automatically 
added in when 
appropriate.” 

Renee Schultz 
Hotsy Carlson Equip. 
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Sample Quote created in QuoteWerks: 
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Problem: Limited data communications between offices slowed the adoption of the       
ACT! \QuoteWerks solution 
 
The remote stores in Killeen and Bryan were more than willing to adopt new applications 
and processes but the Internet connections made actually using them almost impossible. 
Even setting up a Virtual Private Network (VPN) only improved things slightly. 
 
Issues Presented: 
1. Any software that was hosted at the Austin headquarters was extremely slow to 

respond when accessed from a remote office. This included ACT! and QuoteWerks as 
well as BusinessWerks. 

2. Syncing ACT! from the remote offices back to main database worked but the 
connection speed was so slow the operation would time out before completion. 

 
Solution: GoGlobal Secure Application Access through the Internet 
 

Benefits of GoGlobal: 
• Allows secure Web-enabling of any program, including CRM, accounting and 

quoting software 
• Cross platform connectivity allows access through a wide range of devices 

including laptops, tablets, iPads, and smart phones. 
• Extremely efficient architecture maximizes the speed of the Internet connection 
• Controls which users can access which applications 
• Retains 100% of the application’s features, functions and branding 

 

 
 

Renee: “GoGlobal was the final piece to the puzzle that made our system work. Up until 
Ayers Technology brought it to us, we had a very difficult time getting the outlying 
offices to adopt ACT! and QuoteWerks. The problem was not the applications; it was the 
speed of moving data back and forth. We tried everything from syncing to VPN and it 
was just frustrating. With GoGlobal everyone is on board and making the most out of our 
system. 
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Summary 

 
Renee and Bob Schultz chose Ayers Technology to design a sales system for their 
company which utilized components of the following products: 
 

• ACT! database software – to capture information for leads, customers 
• QuoteWerks – To create a more professional, accurate and consistent 

quote utilized by all their Texas sales locations.  This quoting system cut 
down the time it takes to create a complex quote from 2 hours to less than 
30 minutes!! 

• GoGlobal software – Solved the slow Internet connection problem 
experienced by the remote sales locations.  It created a secure environment 
where salespeople could access needed programs in a much faster 
timeframe.  

 
We would like to thank Bob and Renee for allowing us to share their story and for 
allowing us to help them fulfill their goals of providing their sales reps with the best tools 
to do their jobs. 
 
 
For more information about the system developed for Hotsy Carlson, please contact 
David Ayers at Ayers Technology Corporation.  Our office phone is 512-251-7313 and 
the email address is dayers@ayerstechnology.com. 
 
 


